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Abstract 
 This research project examines multi-faceted Uber data taken over a 5 week period of 
time (5/19/16-6/22/16) in the central London area, including wait times, exact GPS locations, 
days of the week analyses, and time analyses. Adapted from a 6-month work project at my 
company, Vertical Knowledge, this analysis explores multiple levels of depth through different 
visualizations of the data, from charts and graphs to an extensive Tableau analysis. Through this 
analysis, we were able to provide multiple explanations for anomalies in the data and provide 
reasoning for increased traffic and justified surge pricing during certain times and days.  
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Uber Data Part 1 - Introduction 
 It should be mentioned that this project began as a work project for a company I intern 
with, Vertical Knowledge. We were given a large Excel file with hundreds of thousands of rows 
of data collected from the Uber website at various locations and time intervals in the London 
area. While exact case studies like the procedure we performed have not been done before, 
analyzation of Uber’s surge pricing has long been argued. Our main question from this project 
was if Uber’s surge pricing accurately reflected high demand. Was Uber’s algorithm for surge 
pricing accurate enough to justify high prices? For instance, a study done by Gerard Cachon 
suggested that given Uber’s self-scheduling platform, the algorithm was based solely on an 
increased wait time within the app (Cachon).  
 Research into Uber’s algorithm, including a study published by the most recent writer of 
Uber’s algorithm, suggested that the algorithm relied solely on when demand cannot meet supply 
(Chen, Sheldon). He posed an economic answer to the question, and claimed that the algorithm 
should line up perfectly with increased demand and low supply. We took this claim and tried to 
prove it via the data. However, it is known that Uber is a privately held company, and therefore is 
grossly unregulated and can basically do what they want in the market (Hei). Our goal was to 
look for anomalies in the data while also seeing if the algorithm Uber claims is based on demand 
was accurate.  
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Uber Data Part 2 - Procedure 
 The data had to be grossly manipulated in order to be used effectively. The first step was 
to create a balanced timeline to correctly analyze the data. We cut the data specifically to get all 
the information from midnight on 5/19/16 through 11:59p.m. on 6/22/16. This ensured that we 
had the exact same amount of data points through the exact time window. Below is an image of a 
portion of the data, so as to better understand the changes that needed to be made.  
  
1 2 3
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 The label arrowed “one” corresponds to a data manipulation that needed to occur in order 
to create a time zone breakdown. This was a new column created from splitting information in 
column K. This information in column C was later used to create 8 time intervals to analyze 
from. The second arrow above is the “Car Type” column. This needed to be made uniformly 
consistent, as some lapses in the data made it so the Car Type did not come through. Those data 
points were deleted or fixed. Thirdly, a new column was inserted to change the wait time into 
minutes to make it easier to read in the final data. Below is the second half of the Excel file.  
4 5 6
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 The data corresponding to arrow 4 is the time interval classification. Every time was put 
into one of eight intervals in the London time zone: A = 00:00 - 03:00, B = 03:00 - 06:00, C = 
06:00 - 09:00, D = 09:00 - 12:00, E = 12:00 - 15:00, F = 15:00 - 18:00, G = 18:00 - 21:00, H = 
21:00 - 24:00. This helped during the analysis portion of the project. 
 The fifth arrow was a simple formula inserted into the Excel file in order to pull the day 
of the week in London based on the date in column B. This also helped during the analyses 
portion of the study.  
 The last arrow from this bit of the file, six, was a manually inserted data set to separate 
the 5 weeks of data into a week-by-week analysis. This helped to maintain a consistency 
throughout the 5 weeks and analyze what the most stable trends were throughout the weeks.  
 The last portion of this raw data that should be talked about is time vs. surge data. 
Column H is the multiplier column. For about half of this data set, the multiplier column is blank 
- this means that it was captured during a time when Uber was not in a surge (Uber is in a surge 
when there is either a lack of drivers or many people needing a ride, so the prices spike and fares 
are a multiple of their normal price). For the other half of the data, the multiplier is a number 
greater than 1.0, typically in a range from 1.2-2.0. This multiplier signifies how much higher the 
fares were.  
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Uber Data Part 3 - Time Data Results 
  
 To analyze the hundreds of thousands of rows of data in the Excel file, pivot tables were 
created. Over 40 tables were made, all analyzing different elements. The most interesting and 
notable finds are below. 
 The first notable table was average wait time in minutes. We broke this down by the Uber 
car type. It was very clear that UberLux, UberEXEC, and Uber Assist vehicles had the highest 
wait times, with Uber Assist at the high end of the spectrum. An analysis of why this may be and 
explanations are given at the end of the report.  
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 The next notable table is a look at the average wait time by the classified time intervals. 
After looking at this table, it was clear that the busiest time of the day over those five weeks 
consistently was between 09:00 and 15:00. It wasn’t by a clear margin, but it was a notable 
difference. This can also be seen on the graphical representation of the data below. 
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 An interesting followup to this data is the availability of cars by time interval. The wait 
time for a car is typically high because there are either too many people requesting cars or there 
are not enough drivers out on the road to meet demand. The following chart shows that there are 
actually more cars out on the road during the high wait time, which lead us to believe that the 
high wait times were due to more demand, rather than not enough available drivers. If the surge 
pricing data also follows this claim, the algorithm stands to indeed be based on the economical 
demand vs. supply surge pricing model.  
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Uber Data Part 4 - Surge Data Results 
 The procedure for analyzing the surge data was exactly the same as our procedure for 
analyzing the time data. Many pivot tables were made and analyzed, and interesting charts were 
kept for presentation. Analyzing the surge data proved to be more tedious than the time data, 
since we didn’t have wait time data for it, but we had both multiplier rate and availability for the 
surge data.  
 The first correlation we wanted to check was something that was a hypothesis from the 
beginning. We suggested that if the number of surges was high, then the average surge multiplier 
would be high as well. We projected this to be a direct relationship. The data proved us to be 
correct. The first chart below is the number of surges, followed by the average multiplier both 
broken down by time of day. A graph of both of the charts overlapped follows.  
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 The data proved our hypothesis. Whenever there is an increase in the count of surges, 
there is also an increase in the multiplier rate. Logically, this stands to reason. Whenever there 
are a lot of surges happening, the multiplier continues to increase to keep up with increased 
demand. This also proved other studies we researched that claimed the algorithm was based on 
supply vs. demand.  
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 Another interesting find from the surge data was found when we plotted both the average 
wait time from the normal time data versus the total number of surges. We found that these two 
things had an inverse relationship. Some literature we found and our personal thoughts behind 
this can be found later. 
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 Lastly, we wanted to pull the surges that had a multiplier greater than 3.0. These are the 
times when fares are 3x their normal rate. To us, this meant that there were either a serious lack 
of drivers or an insane amount of demand in order to push the multiplier up that high. We took 
the count of that and overlapped it with the count of surges. This proved to be a better fit that 
average multiplier with count. 
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Uber Data Part 5 - Tableau Data 
 Tableau is a very powerful program that allowed us to use the latitude and longitude 
coordinates provided in the raw data to look at the data on a map. It also allowed us to narrow 
down multipliers greater than 3.0 and pinpoint the location. While we used this extensively for 
live demonstration and animated sequences of wait times, it is best to simply show how Tableau 
works via a screenshot.  
 In the screenshot below, on the right you have your different classifications of time 
intervals and car types. You can also add the multiplier to this column and only select anything 
greater than 3.0 to view those. Any portion of data we wanted to single out, we used Tableau to 
do this. It was also helpful in identifying and visualizing the anomalies mentioned above. A 
legend for each colored circle is provided in the lower left, and the larger the wait time is, the 
larger the circle is on the map. 
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Uber Data Part 6 - Conclusion 
 The biggest question that we faced starting this project was if the algorithm Uber uses 
lines up with the data we collected. They claimed that their algorithm was based solely on 
increased demand. The most interesting take away from our analysis was the fact that demand 
did in fact line up with supply. Given the overlapped graph with multiplier rate and surge 
availability count, it was deduced that when the demand increased, pricing went up. It was 
therefore deduced that Uber’s algorithm is correct to their claims.  
 To further research, it is suggested that this study be expanded out of the central London 
area. If a few more case studies are done in large cities across the globe, it can become a more 
concrete answer. While our case study did prove Uber’s algorithm correct in London, more case 
studies should be done to prove Uber’s algorithm is consistent throughout the entire city 
catalogue Uber has. 
 The second anomaly was the significantly higher wait time for the Uber Assist vehicles. 
These are the Uber vehicles that are wheelchair equipped. After some research, it was noted that 
Uber Assist had only recently launched wheelchair equipped services in London about two 
weeks prior to the data collection (Baraniuk). Uber publicly stated that wait times would be 
relatively high for the first few weeks until it was fully adapted. This was seen in some of the 
later data we collected. Wait times began to go down towards the end of the period we had 
collected. Based on our results found, the best option would be to continue collecting the data 
and seeing if the Uber Assist wait times continued to decrease like Uber claimed. This is 
extremely important, because it shows Uber’s adaptability in a new market. It also is incredibly 
important to Uber’s value as a company. Knowing how quickly they can not only deliver on 
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promises, but if they can deliver on those promises is vital to their survival as a company. Having 
a way to literally track if their wait times are going down as promised is very valuable.  
 This fact was also a major cultural difference that needed to be researched between the 
United States and London. For instance, only 2% of taxis in New York are wheel chair equipped. 
However, 100% of taxis in London are wheelchair equipped (Rempel & Bilton). Uber saw this in 
the market and decided to integrate its own wheelchair equipped Ubers.  
 We also pulled out specific points in time when there was a cluster where the multiplier 
was greater than 3.0. Then, we were asked to see if there were any large events or things that a 
lot of people would need Ubers to or from. Given the capabilities of Tableau, it wasn’t difficult 
to pinpoint groups of high multipliers in the same time interval, location, and specific day. We 
researched large crowd attending events and lined them up with the time intervals. This portion 
of the project was pure speculation, but the events and locations and days did line up perfectly 
with the high multiplier counts. It seems unusual that such largely attended events would not lead 
to an increase in fare surges.  
 For instance, we lined up many of the nights with Eurocup games. Even though the game 
wasn’t held in London, research suggests that bar attendance in London increased the night of 
the Eurocup game, which could explain an increased demand for Ubers, possibly enough to push 
it over 3.0 (Jennings Culture, Designmynight). 
 This is also a vital step moving forward. If largely attended events continue to occur in 
the same location and time interval as large multiplier increases, it can be deduced that there is 
some correlation between the two. With continued collections and analysis and manually 
researched events in London, we can continue to pull events with a large multiplier and attempt 
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to line them up with events. This can be a big benefit for Uber or potential purchasers of the data, 
since being able to pinpoint a large surge in fares can be incredibly cost effective. 
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 The economical impact and consumer impacts of this are great. Uber hasn’t released a 
cap on surge pricing, and in times of great demand, the surge pricing has been known to reach 
multipliers of up to 7x their normal fare. Consumers get frustrated with the surge pricing, and 
demand will in turn go down. This explanation also verifies the inverse relationship between 
average wait time and surge availability. This was also noted in a study by Makhmoor Bashir, 
who noted the differences between Uber and normal taxis, and the increased frustration by 
consumers who don’t want to pay an increased fare.  
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